
Andrew Roberts BSc ARCS – Curriculum Vitae

2 Westminster Way
Priorslee
Telford
Shropshire
TF2 9GN

Telephone (mobile): +44 (0)7968 199063
Email: ar201@alumni.doc.ic.ac.uk

Personal Details
Date of Birth 28th January 1983

Marital Status Single

Driving Licence Full, clean

Education

2001 - 06/2004 Imperial College, London

I have attained a BSc honours degree in Mathematics and Computing.

1994 - 2001 Solihull School

4 A-levels, 1 AS-Level: Mathematics(A), Further Mathematics(A), Advanced
Further Mathematics AS(A), Physics(A), Economics(B)

10 GCSEs: Mathematics(A), Biology(A*), Chemistry(A*), Physics(A), Infor-
mation Systems(A), English Language(A), English Literature(A), History(A),
Geography(A), French(B)

Computer Skills
Languages Java, PHP, Python, Haskell, Borland Delphi (Object Pascal), MySQL

Software Packages Microsoft Office, Abiword, Borland Delphi, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Imageready

Other Latex, HTML, Linux

I can write dynamic database driven websites. I have built a website for the university walking
club, http://www.fellwanderers.com. The website was primarily designed using Adobe Photoshop
and Imageready.

Work Experience
03/2004 - Splendid.co.uk Ltd.

Systems Administrator

Splendid provide personnel to the service industry for events ranging from
large corporate dinners to birthday parties. They have a bespoke computing
solution which runs on a Solaris server. My role includes maintaining this
server and other external services. I work on a part-time/on-demand basis
for both general maintenance and immediate problem resolution.

2002 - 03/2004 Sevenoaks Sound and Vision (Wolverhampton)
Part-time Sales Consultant

Employed by the Wolverhampton franchise. The store sells high-end hifi and
audio visual equipment. This often involves demonstrating the equipment to
customers who have high expectations. It is important to be able to set up
the equipment accurately and professionally, which helps to fulfil their
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expectations of both the products and the service provided by the store.
Customers in this market expect high levels of service and as a result I will
deliver and install equipment. This requires meticulous preparation as the
absence of a required lead or piece of equipment will impact on the level of
service. It is essential to order stock when required and to liase with
customers, manufacturers and other stores. I have created several
spreadsheets to help track financial transactions and to record current stock
levels. and I plan, time permitting, to build a bespoke computing solution to
track customers, invoices and stock.

Summer 2002 KPMG LLP, Pensions Department
Summer Placement

I spent eight weeks working during the summer in the KPMG Pensions
department. The department dealt with financial queries that required
actuarial expertise. My work involved calculating retirement and transfer
value quotations, initial actuarial training and dealing with correspondence.

1999 - 2002 Sonex Communications Plc.
Part-time Sales Assistant

Primarily involved in communicating with the public and selling Sony
electrical equipment. Carefully structured questions were essential in helping
the customer decide which product would suit them best. Experience lead to
the ability to make commerical decisions based on margin information.

Interests

Mountain Walking I was the Secretary of the university walking club (2003 - 2004) and partake
in a majority of their trips. As Secretary of the club, I was responsible to find
and book accommodation for the trips. I was also in charge of social events
that are held at least twice each term. We mainly visit national parks in the
UK and in the summer we travel to Europe. I often drive the minibuses on
the longer distance journeys.

Canal Restoration I am a member of the Waterway Recovery Group, which is a voluntary
organisation that helps to restore canals to their former working condition.
We also do preventative maintenance to existing canals as required. Work
parties usually take place every three weeks.

Referees
Employer Mr. Steve Cooksey

Manager
Sevenoaks Sound and Vision
29/30 Cleveland Street
Wolverhampton
WV1 3HT

Telephone: +44 (0)1902 312225

Employer Mr. Darren Hobbs
Splendid.co.uk Limited
Unit 17
63 Lyham Road
London
SW2 5EB

Telephone: +44 (0)20 7771 8884
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